
IVANIFESTATIONS OF DELIVERANCE PATTERNS

. COLD; these sensations can occur when there are spirits associated with
death such as terminal diseases or evil practices such as witchcraft and the occult.

. TREMBLING OR SHA KING

. PALPITATIONS; can be a result of a spirit of fear or anxiety, panic.

. PRESSURE. may be felt on the head, shoulders or chest; or may feel like a
band of pressure in cases of abortion.

. PHYSICAL PAIN: can be caused by infirmity which may be felt in the part
of the body where there was sickness, from certain accidents, or past traumas.

. LUMPS ,N THE THROAT: may be felt as demons are leaving.

. DEEP BREATHING:yawning or coughing.

Often, spirits of death dwell in the lung area. However, if you breathe deeply or
cough, this does not always mean you necessarily have the Spirit of Death.

. SITRRTNG lN THE STOMACH: may feel things moving in their stomach;
it is not unusual to feel nauseous and actually throw up.

. DIZZY, FAINT OR LIGHTHEADED

. HEADACHES; can manifest from involvement with witchcraft, mind control,
religious spirits, idolatry.

. IJNNATURAL MOVEMENf; jerking of the arms or legs; twitching

. CRYING

. SCREA MING: can show a need for emotional healing.

. PUPILS; may dilate or disappear - this is usually a sign of witchcraft or death.

. SQU'NTING OR BULGING OF THE EYES

. H'SS'NG OR GROWLING

. SWEARTTVG

. PUNGENT ODORS
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IVANI FESTATIONS OF DELIVERANCE PATTERNS
(continued)

. SIRONG MANIFESIAIIONS; Sometimes, there can be strong manifestations. When

the manifestation becomes quite strong or where there is continual tearing, I will usually stop the

manifestations. I then look to see if there are any other legal rights that may have been missed. All

legal rights of the demons must be broken. Always remember the devil is not in charge. Encourage

the person to just breathe out; take deep breaths and breathe out. This helps to expel the demons.

Sometimes a forceful cough helps.

Deliverance will generally be in stages. The Lord will bring healing in one area and then as the
person continues pressing forward, more and more healing and deliverance comes. The more

deliverance a person gets, the apter they are to see other areas in which they need freedom and

healing.

Typically, as the deliverance ministers become more experienced, they will understand and
interchange freely between the deliverance ministry and prayer for physical and inner healing.

Walking out of captivity is inner healing for people. lt is important to be led by the Holy Spirit
and allow the gifts of the Holy Spirit to flow and operate. Deliverance is supernatural;
therefore, the Holy Spirit must lead the deliverance.
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